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Abstract— In this paper we explore identity based
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I. INTRODUCTION
Often protocol engineers need to utilize existing security
mechanisms and avoid designing new ones that are not widely
reviewed and/or proved in order to lower the risks of security
vulnerabilities or mismatches in their designs and especially
implementations. However, in general this approach may mean
that a protocol engineer and/or system/service architect Sofie
does not utilize the best suited security mechanisms for her
problem and use case. This may be because the architect does
not know the available building blocks in her abstraction level
or then just can not understand the existing mechanisms
because of her background not being in cryptography or
applied security. On the other hand in the deep cryptology
world, cryptographers like Cecilia are many times interested in
different difficult mathematical problems and how they can be
used to create hard to break authentication and key
establishment protocols for example. There is a middle ground
between Sofie and Cecilia, which is the abstraction layer of the
different security protocols. An applied security engineer Anna
is most interested to find out the different building blocks in
conceptual level that she can use, understand, and utilize when
designing new service and protocol architectures. In this paper
we provide a glimpse into Anna’s world by exploring the
interesting IBC AKE protocols, but we also take Anna’s level
of abstraction into the symmetric key cryptography with
identity binding and see how it compares with the ID-based
public key counterparts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In chapter II
we provide background to IBC in general and especially IBC
AKE. We explain in high level the basic theorems behind and
provide references to sources with proper proofs and deeper

overviews. We also give some examples of the existing
applications with IBC AKE protocols and identity binding
schemes in symmetric key cryptography. Chapter III is
dedicated for the introduction of the new simple symmetric
key based identity binding AKE along with some new use
cases presented in chapter IV. Finally we conclude our paper
in chapter V.
II. ID-BASED AUTHENTICATION AND KEY ESTABLISHMENT
Identity (ID) based cryptography (IBC) [1] has become an
active research topic in the recent years because of practical
ID-Based encryption, signature, and key exchange applications
[2, 3, 4]. The IBC system builds on the basic idea that the
public key of the user is based on some unique information
about the user's identity, like for example an email address
(string). In addition to using the identity as the public key the
IBC system public parameters are needed (see Figure 1).
IBC is controversial compared to the traditional certificate
based systems, where a designated Certificate Authority (CA)
signs (and creates) a user specific certificate, containing the
user's identity and her public key. In a simple setup all the
certificates are signed by a trusted CA. Every involved party
has the CA's certificate for verifying the CA's signatures.
When Bob wants to authenticate Alice or send encrypted
information for her, he must first get her certificate and verify
its validity (signed by the right CA and not been revoked).
Then Bob can use Alice’s public key from the certificate to
encrypt information for the target. In an IBC system users do
not have to get or store the public keys of the corresponding
communicating parties, because they can be created based on
the target's identity and the common parameters of the IBC
system. However, the communicating parties must ensure that
they are using the same public parameters, which can be
considered as a weakness in the IBC scheme.
Self-certified keys and signature scheme is an alternative for
traditional certificate based systems, because the sender’s
public key is extracted from the trusted third party’s (e.g. a
CA) signature for the senders identity. B. Brumley [2] presents
an application of self-certified and identity based certificates
with efficient three-term simultaneous elliptic scalar
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Figure 1 Private Key Generator as Trusted Authority
in IBC
multiplication, where the signature scheme is based on
Nyberg-Rueppel signatures by a trusted third party [3].
A. Authentication and Key Establishment
For secure communication between users, authentication
and key establishment is required. Successful authentication
verifies user's claimed identity for the other party. Usually the
authentication must happen in both directions (mutual
authentication). After authentication the entities need to agree
on a shared key that is used to protect the communication
further on. Diffie-Hellman protocol [7] can be seen as the first
key establishment protocol based on public key cryptography.
However, the protocol does not provide authentication of the
communicating parties, meaning that a man-in-the-middle
attack is possible (an adversary between the communicating
parties modifying the messages can establish separate keys
with each end point). Thus, it is essential to bind
authentication and key establishment together. Protocols
achieving this are called authenticated key establishment (AK)
[8].
In general Dutta et al. [8] provide a nice overview of
different key establishment protocols. In their paper they
divide key establishment protocols into two categories, namely
certificate based and ID based. Further on they divide the
protocols in two-party, three-party, group, and tree based
group key establishment protocols. Two-party key
establishment protocols include ID based key establishment
protocols based on pairings. Chen et al. [9] provide a very
comprehensive comparison and overview of ID-Based key
establishment protocols based on pairings. They also evaluate
the efficiency of the different protocols. Pairing based IBC
protocols are utilizing supersingular elliptic curve
cryptography with the assumption that Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(BDH) problem is considered hard (e.g. given P, aP, bP, cP
computing ê(P,P)abc is hard). Dutta et al. have also a survey
paper on pairing based cryptographic protocols [10]. For more
information about IBC systems, readers should refer to "A
survey on ID-Based Cryptographic Primitives" from Gorantla

AKE

Bob (IDB)

Figure 2: Trusted Authority
et al. [11].
B. IBC Public Key Generator as Trusted Authority
In IBC with public key cryptography a private key generator
(PKG) or sometimes called key generation center (KGC) is
trusted by all users and is responsible for the generation of the
user's corresponding private keys (e.g. a Trusted Authority).
Each user then gets its private key from the PKG, but also the
common parameters used to create the public keys based on
the receiver’s identity.
In the first ID-Based authentication and key establishment
protocols key escrow is possible by the PKG, meaning that the
PKG can deduce the key used to secure the communication by
simply wiretapping the conversation (PKG knows how to
create the corresponding secret keys based on the used
identities). However, Chen and Kudla [12] developed a
protocol in which the key escrow feature can be turned off.
They also provided an extension to their protocol, which
allows users under different PKGs to agree a key together.
Later more efficient schemes were proposed [13], but with
some security considerations [14].
Gentry and Silverberg introduced a Hierarchical ID-Based
Encryption (HIBE) scheme [15], which is a generalization of
ID-Based encryption that reflects organizational hierarchies.
This lessens the burden from a single PKG to multiple PKGs.
An identity at level k of the hierarchy tree can issue private
keys to its descendant identities, but cannot decrypt messages
intended for other identities. Boneh et al. [16] describe an
improved HIBE scheme, which consumes fewer bits than the
Gentry and Silverberg one. Boneh et al. also describe a
mechanism on how to provide forward security for the IDBased cryptosystem.
Balfanz et al. describe secret handshakes from PairingBased Key establishments [17]. Their aim is to provide an
analogical secret society (for example CIA) identification
handshake with the AKE protocol. They describe how IBC
with pairing can be used to establish secure sessions between
two entities based on the IBC TA parameters and the peer’s
pseudonym or even the peer’s claimed role. Instead of publicly
meaningful identities, they use pseudonyms for the users as
well. By using pseudonyms instead of public identities they
loose the best feature within IBC, namely the binding of the
real identity with the public key. To overcome this they take
the example of a driving license document, where the
pseudonym is printed along with user’s identity. Let’s consider
the secret society member identification scheme they propose.
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Figure 3: Receiver ID-Based AKE
If an attacker in their setup compromises one member, let’s say
a CIA agent, who has a pseudonym with corresponding secret
key and IBC TA parameters, she is able to test if other peers
are part of the secret society or not. The only problem the
attacker has is that scheme may also utilize roles in the AKE
protocol. Thus, the attacker may not know all the possible
roles. However, there are not so many roles in the system in
general, that they could be considered secret. Also, if the
handshake fails because the peers used different roles for each
other, some information may be leaked.
Burnett et al. describe in their paper how biometric identity
information can be used with ID-Based signature scheme [18].
They address the problems of fuzziness with biometric identity
measurement as well. HP Laboratories have done research in
the area of IBC based applications, for example within the area
of role based secure message service, privacy, and identity
management for the health care systems etc. [19, 20].
C. Implicit AKE with Key Derivation
IBC is using asymmetric key cryptography based on elliptic
curves and pairings. However, identities can be bound to the
symmetric keys within the key establishment protocol with key
derivation functions (KDFs). In simple key derivation, a root
key and an identity are used as input parameters for a one-way
hash function, which then produces the new key, one level
lower in the key hierarchy. Binding the identity into the key is
also called channel binding [21]. KDF is usually a one-way
hash function, which ensures that by holding a key lower in the
hierarchy, an attacker can not deduce a higher level key in the
hierarchy.
Usually both communicating end points derive keys
similarly based on some input parameters, like used algorithm,
identity, nonce, etc., but it is also possible to provide keying
material to different parties from different key hierarchy levels.
In effect, similar usage models can be designed compared to
the public key cryptography with these kinds of constructs.
Additionally, as the identity is bound to the key derivation, the
mechanism provides a nice way to authenticate the identity.
Shih-I-Huang [22] presents a simple key derivation based
on node identities to reduce the number of keys needed for a
keying scheme for sensor networks [23]. The basic idea there
is that a one-way hash function dependency between two keys
of two sensors. The other sensor knows how to create a key for
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Figure 4: Sender ID-Based AKE
the other based on the target nodes number in the PIKE
scheme.
Kerberos [24] is not using key derivation, but is in effect
closely related to channel binding mechanisms with symmetric
keys. Kerberos uses tickets, which include an encrypted
session key for the authenticator. The user gets the ticket along
with a session key. She provides the ticket to a server, which is
able to decrypt the ticket and to get the same session key as
what the user has. This way Kerberos can be seen as a key
distribution protocol without explicit key derivation. However,
nothing prevents improving Kerberos system in such a way
that the session key is based on some KFD function that binds
the keys to the right context (like users’ identity).
III. ID BINDING WITH SYMMETRIC KEYS AS AN IMPLICIT AKE
Here we present this idea and generalize it into an AKE
protocol with possibilities to use either sender’s or receiver’s
symmetric key as basis for the key establishment. Although,
the scheme is very simple from a cryptographic function point
of view and is a special case of channel binding, we want to
show that key derivations can be used to achieve similar
constructs as with IBC and Kerberos with less complexity.
The model requires a common trusted authority (TA, see
Figure 2) and that each node in the system must have a unique
identity. Each communicating party must be able to mutually
authenticate with the TA and agree a long enough symmetric
key. Further on, the aim is that two nodes with a common TA
can mutually authenticate and send integrity protected and/or
ciphered packets to each other. To achieve this, we utilize key
derivation with identity binding based on sender’s key and
receiver’s key, a special case of channel binding.
A. Receiver ID based AKE
In a Receiver ID (RID) based AKE scheme, Alice takes her
own shared key KA with the TA and derives a new key KAB for
Bob. Using a one-way hash function H and the key and Bob’s
identity IDB as input parameters (|| denotes concatenation and
H produces the same number of bits as the key length for
simplicity) Alice gets a proper key for Bob, KAB.
KAB = H(KA || IDB)

(1)

Using the resulting key Alice sends an integrity protected and
encrypted message over an insecure channel for Bob along
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with her own identity and a flag (R) in the message that
indicates the usage of RID based AKE. Once Bob gets a
message from Alice, he sends Sender Key Request along with
Alice’s ID for the TA through a secure authenticated channel
between Bob and the TA. After TA has authenticated the
request, it checks if Alice has registered and finds out that she
is. Since TA knows the shared secret with Alice it can derive
the same key KAB for Bob. TA sends the key through the
secure channel for Bob. Bob authenticates the received
message and gets the key, which it uses to authenticate the
message from Alice, provided that Alice’s shared key with the
TA has not been compromised (see Figure 2).
B. Sender ID based AKE
In the Sender ID (SID) based AKE scheme, Alice asks the
TA to derive herself a session key between herself and Bob.
Alice sends a Receiver Key Request message through a secure
channel for TA along with Bob’s ID. TA authenticates the
request and finds out if Bob has registered. If Bob has
registered to the system, TA derives receiver key KBA for Alice
and sends it to her via the secure authenticated channel.
KBA = H(KB || IDA)

(2)

Alice then sends integrity protected and encrypted message for
Bob over an insecure channel along with her own ID and a flag
(S) in the message noting that the RID based AKE is used.
When Bob gets the message he takes Alice’s ID and his own
share key with TA KB and derives KBA as in (2).
C. Combined Sender and Receiver ID-Based AKE
To make the key derivation more secure we can use both
sender and RIDs in the key derivation function (see Figure 5).
KC = KBA xor KAB

(3)

However, with this kind of scheme both Bob and Alice need to
contact the TA to derive the combined key because they are
not able to derive the other key based on their own keys.
D. One time PIN
In case the service provider wants to utilize one-timepasswords, and thus force the user to get a new PIN code for
every new session, the TA can issue KBA for the user based
on the following formula.

4

IV. USE CASES
A. User Authentication for Internet based Services with
Operator Short Message Service
Let’s assume that a telecom operator Opera has a TA server
reachable through or integrated into the SMS (Short Message
Service) gateway. Alice and Bob are both registered users of
the Opera and thus have valid and unique telephone numbers.
A service provider, Simon, wants to create a service into the
Internet, which requires real user identity authentication from
the clients. Simon’s server is a simple PC connected to the
Internet with a fixed line connection and with no cellular
interface. However, Simon has no resources or possibilities to
start creating user accounts by authenticating the client’s
identities face-to-face. Thus, Simon’s only possibility is to
leverage some existing user database and authentication
service. Virtual operator Opera contacts Simon and offers a
simple win-win deal as follows. Opera provides a secret key
KS for Simon and asks Simon to install it into his PC, but also
to keep it secret. Then Opera explains Simon that he can start
his service and accept users with their phone number as their
user name and a PIN code based on the RID based AKE.
Operator Opera also explains that if the key KS is
compromised, Simon can always ask a new key from the
operator, and that in fact the lifetime of the key KS is one
month, after which a new key must be installed for the service.
Alice finds out about Simon’s service on the Internet and
decides to try it out. She browses to the URL of Simon’s
service and finds out that it requires user authentication based
on their mobile subscription phone number. Alice then sends
an SMS to the Opera’s TA along with Simon’s service ID
(IDS). The TA then interprets this as a Receiver Key Request
message, checks the incoming phone number, finds out
Simon’s service key KS and derives PIN code for Alice and
sends it to Alice as an SMS message. Alice then types her
phone number as the user name and the received PIN code as
the password on the Simon’s service login web page over
secure connection (e.g. TLS with server certificate).
Simon’s server receives a login request with Alice’s phone
number. Using the service key KS, the server then derives a
new key KSA based on (2) and compares the result with the
PIN code (using as many digits from the KSA as necessary) and
2. KBA = H(KB || IDA)
8. KAB = H(KA || IDB)

KBAi = H(H(KB || i) || IDA)

(4)

where i is long enough serial number starting from pre-defined
value k. Both the service provider and the TA agree on the
value k, at the same time they agree on the shared key.
However, service provider needs then to keep counter values
for each authenticated user in their profiles, which makes this
scheme less interesting.
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Figure 5 Combined Sender and Receiver ID Based AKE
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finds out that they match. The server also checks from the user
database if the user with this phone number has logged into the
service before in case some user specific customization
parameters would have been configured. Not at this time.
Thus, Alice’s login is an authenticated registration to the
service. The server then stores the phone number into the user
database along with any service customization parameters
Alice has selected.
After a couple of days Alice tries to log in again, but notices
that she has forgotten the PIN code for the service. She then
sends a new SMS message with the service provider’s ID to
the TA. After a month has passed, Alice logs in again as usual
with the same phone number and PIN code she has in her SMS
messages inbox. However, the service informs Alice to get a
new PIN code with the SMS message because the previous
PIN code has become too old.
For another Internet service, Simon’s wants to use the same
authentication method, but wants to restrict the users to a
certain country only in the beginning. Thus, he makes a deal
with the operator Opera that only users living in the specific
country area are allowed to get PIN codes for the service.
Opera then filters out PIN code requests from users that are
not registered into the specific country.
Alice notices that there are a huge number of services
utilizing the SMS based authentication service. Thus, Alice is
able to get a PIN code for the services with an SMS message
indicating all the service IDs of the services Alice wants to
use.
B. Authenticated push messages
Push style service providers advertise their personalized
secure services, register to the SMS gateway and get their own
shared secrets. Users willing to receive secure and
personalized offers from the service providers, register to the
SMS gateway and get their shard secrets. Users also register
their preferences to the push services directory. SMS gateway
provides a list of identities/phone numbers that the service
provider is allowed to use along with the derived shared
secrets. Service provider creates a user tailored special offer
push message secured with corresponding target user’s shared
secret. The user gets the push message from the service
provider and is able to authenticate the message by using her
own shared secret and the service provider’s identity and thus
verify that the offer is valid (e.g. user can verify the source of
the offer as well be sure that it was targeted to her only). User
can use the session key further on when authenticating to the
service and buying the product that the personalized push
advertisement was offering for the user.
C. PSK-TLS with Sender and Receiver ID-Based AKE
Pre-shared key TLS [24] describes shared key cipher suites
for TLS protocol [26]. TLS is an AKE protocol used in many
applications and services, like for example in secure HTTP.
However, PSK TLS does not support either Sender or
Receiver ID based key derivation schemes. Adding support for
this in PSK TLS would allow setups in which for example a
centralized Operations & Management (O&M) server would
contain a master secret and all clients for the O&M system
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would be using Sender ID based AKE, with pre-configured
KBA (e.g. steps 1, 2, and 3 skipped in Figure 4). This would
allow the administrators to add clients to the O&M system,
without the need to add/change configurations in the O&M
server.
D. Adaptation for Internet Packet Level Authentication
with Domain Name System
Candolin, Lundberg, and Kari present [27] present a packet
level authentication scheme for military networks based on
public keys. However, public key cryptography is considered
to be computationally heavier than symmetric key
cryptography. Thus, hardware support is probably required for
Internet core routers. Here we sketch some ideas based on
symmetric key packet level authentication with DNS as the
TA.
Internet Domain Name System (DNS) security enhancement
work [28] has been ongoing for some years already. If the
DNS can be considered secure enough to act as a TA in the
Internet, it could be used as a TA for the Sender and Receiver
ID based AKE as well. Here we assume that the servers in the
DNS system communicate securely with each other utilizing
either symmetric key or public key mechanisms. We also
assume that the link between the client and its serving DNS
server is secured (e.g. based on network access authentication
like WPA for WLANs or physically secure enough links like
xDSL).
Consider a firewall in the Internet in a domain example.com
with a shared key KB with the DNS master server for that
domain. Now, we can construct a system where the firewall
wants to authenticate IP packets for hosts inside example.com
(behind the firewall) domain, we can apply Sender ID based
AKE with DNS as the TA for all incoming IP packets.
If the master DNS configures the Time To Live (TTL) value
for all hosts below example.com domain as 0, it means that all
DNS queries end up for the example.com master DNS server,
which can then provide KBA for each client A. Here, the master
DNS server must know what the SID is. As is, the DNS system
does not carry this information. Thus, an extension is needed
for doing this.
Each client supporting packet level authentication in the
form of RID based AKE, must include their SID (IP address)
into the DNS queries in a backwards compatible way. One way
to achieve this is to include the SID as an additional prefix for
the DNS name being queried. For example:
IPaddr-X-Y-Z-V.www.example.com
Where the sender’s IP address is X.Y.Z.V. Now, the master
DNS server for domain example.com may or may not support
this extension. If it supports it returns the IP address of
www.example.com along with the KBA key for the sender. To
transfer the key, the DNS response must contain some records
that can hold the key for the sender. Note that the response
does not have to contain the SID if the request and response
messages can be mapped together. Mapping the key to the SID
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is not possible without also knowing the corresponding DNS
request message.
Using symmetric key crypto in the firewall is fast enough
for doing per packet authentication based on an IPSec
authentication header on the per packet basis. When the
firewall gets an incoming packet with an authentication header,
it takes the source address, its own key and derives the shared
secret KBA with (2) and uses it to verify the packet. If needed,
the key can be stored into the firewall’s memory structure,
which processes the packet stream associated with the sender
and receiver addresses. This makes it unnecessary to derive the
again and again for each incoming packet. However, the key
derivation procedure can be considered fast (one-way hash
function) and thus storing the key into memory may not be the
best way to utilize the computing and memory resources.
The KDF can be extended to include also the receiver’s ID
explicitly in case the receiver has multiple IDs. In out example
the domain example.com could include www.example.com,
blogs.example.com, and lists.example.com, all with different
IP addresses. The DNS response would then contain a key KBA
that is already bound to the IP address in question, and the
client would use it as, but only with the same destination IP
address. Thus, the client functionality would not change
compared to the earlier case. However, the firewall
functionality has to be changed. The firewall must first
compute the destination IP address bounded key before it can
compute the shared key used with the packet. Thus, the
firewall computes the key:

type of approaches, where the master secret or root key can be
stored in a secure place and derived keys can be given to
clients.
We created a simple AKE protocol model that binds sender
and/or receiver identities to the key establishment and thus
provides implicit authentication of the identities based on the
trusted third party. We provided several new and interesting
use cases, especially for telecom operators, who can utilize the
SMS as a good enough confidential channel for
communications with the trusted third party (operator).
We also sketched a scheme for end-to-end or end-to-middle
IP packet level authentication with the sender and receiver ID
based AKE where the DNS system acts as the trusted third
party.
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